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ABSTRACT 
Let &’ be a real or complex n X n interval matrix. Then it is shown that the 
Neumann series C~+z@ is convergent iff the sequence { ,tek} converges to the null 
matrix 0, i.e., iff the spectral radius of the real comparison matrix ? constructed in 
[2] is less than one. 
1. PROBLEM 
We look for a criterion of convergence for the Neumann series CpCo=, SZJ’~ 
constructed by means of a real or complex interval matrix &. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to make the paper readable we list here some rules of interval 
arithmetic which can be found in [l]. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to 
real intervals and real interval matrices, pointing out that all the proofs can be 
carried out with insignificant changes if rectangles or circular disks are used 
as complex intervals. 
Let 
Z(R): = { A= [@][@E[W, ~<a} 
be the set of all real compact intervals. Then we denote by script letters 
54, .S?,... or by (Aij),(Bij)> * *. the elements of the set M,,(Z(R)) of all 
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m x 12 matrices with entries belonging to Z(Iw). Real matrices (aij), a, j E Iw, 
are sometimes marked by a dot below the character: +zZ, +?, etc. We call two 
intervals (or two interval r3trices) equal iff they contain the same elements. 
If * E {+, -,a,:} is one of the usual binary operations on the set of real 
numbers Iw, then we define on Z(Iw) the binary operation 
A*B:= {a*b]a~A, ZEB) 
assuming that 0 4 B in the case of division. We note that the result of these 
operations on the intervals A, B may be calculated explicitly in terms of the 
lower and upper bounds of A, B. Then (Z(R), +),(I@), .) are commutative 
semigroups with neutral elements [O,O] and [ 1, 11, respectively, but they are 
not groups. Addition and multiplication are related by the so-called subdis- 
tributive law A(B + C) c AB + AC. For SS?’ = (Aij), 93 = (Bij), and X E I@) 
the matrix operations + , - , * are formally defined as in the real case: 
d~+:=(Aij+Bij), X..d: = (X-Aij), 
d.93: = ( FAi,Baj), 
.!zf”:=.Y 7 dk : = zYk-‘..!z?, k = 1,2 ,..., 
where it is tacitly assumed that &, .%? always have the appropriate number of 
rows and columns. 9 is the unit matrix with diagonal entries [l, l] and 
off-diagonal entries [O,O]. (M,,(Z(IW)), +) is a commutative semigroup with 
neutral element 0 (which consists only of [O,O] entries); it is not a group. If 
n >, 2, then (M,,(Z(R)), .) is not a semigroup, because the associative law 
fails to hold: See [2] for a counterexample showing that even &(.s’*.s+‘) = 
(s’.&‘)& is not true in general. Thus the familiar law for the multiplication 
of powers of Jr?, namely &m+n = SS?“‘._&“, does not always hold in the case 
of interval matrices. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) Let Vck) : = ([_c!k’, c!!‘]), k = 1,2 ,*‘*, V: = ([_cij, cij]) be m x n inter- 
val matrices with lim’,l, m _cij - _cij, lim, _ o3 5:;) = cij. Then we say that l’(k) _ 
{V?(k)} converges (to U). 
(b) Let Stk) E M,JZ(R)). We call the series Y: = C~zo%(k) convergent 
iff the sequence of the partial sums 9, : = Cpzo%?(k), m = 0, 1, . . . , converges. 
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Let now A = [a, a], B = [_b, 61 be intervals, and define the nonnegative 
numbers 
]A]: = max{ la_], PI>, 
q(A,B):=max{la_-_bl,la-bl}. 
Given &=(Aij),9?=(Z?ij)~M,,(Z(~)), the matrices 
l&l: = (IAijl)y q(d>g):=(q(AijyBij)) 
are nonnegative real matrices. Introducing the usual componentwise defined 
partial ordering 6 on the set of real matrices, we obtain the following 
properties [l] : 
Id + g’I < 1J4+ I.%, 
I&g1 G I-4 I~‘13 
q(.d,S?)=~ iff d=g, 
q(d, 0) = Id]. 
With vCk), V E M,,(Z(R)) we get 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
q(d + v, 9 + %) = 4(&, 9), (5) 
{wtk)} is convergent iff for each positive number E there exists an 
integer m = m(e) such that for all k, 13 m the matrix inequality 
1 . . . 1 
q(V (JO, y(o) < s : 
i . . . i 
holds, 
lim k+m%(k)=% iff limk,,q(%(k),~)=~. 
(6) 
(7) 
DEFINITION 2. The jth column of matrix s(e E M,,(Z(R)) has property 
(*) iff there exists a power drn containing in the j th column at least one 
interval [a_, a] with a_ # a. 
REMARK. There are simple methods, partly based on graph theory, to 
find the columns of z2 which have property (*). In particular, if d is 
irreducible (i.e. I&‘] is irreducible), then either all columns of ~8 have 
property (*) or none do. See [2] for further details. 
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THEOREM 1. Let Sp E M,,(Z(R)). Construct the real n X n matrix +3 = 
(bij) by 
bij: = 
i 
lAijl ifthejthcolumnof.& hasproperty (*), 
‘ij otherwise, whereAij= [aij,aij]. 
Then S’ is convergent to the null matrix iff the spectral radius p(q) of @ is 
less than one. 
Proof. See [2, Theorem 31. n 
LEMMA 1. With ~2, $? as in Theorem 1 and with 
dk = (A(;)), .$fk = (bi;)), 
we get 
A’,‘;.) = [ bi;), bi/)] , i=l , . . . , n, 
for all columns j which do not have property (*). 
Proof. See [2, Lemma 31. 
3. RESULTS 
LEMMA 2. Let J%’ E M,,,(Z(R)), and let CpzO-Olk be convergent. Then 
lim k.m&k=O. 
Proof, Immediate with Ym as in Definition l(b), with (6), (7), and with 
Q(s~?~, O)= q(Yk, Yk-‘), using (5). n 
LEMMA 3. Let &’ E M,,(Z(W)), and let C&,&k be convergent. Then 
Cr= O 1 d k 1 is convergent. 
Before proving Lemma 3 we state the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 2. Let ~5? E M,,(Z(R)). Then the Neumann series Cr=O&k is 
convergent iff lim k _ m dk = 0, i.e. iff the comparison matrix ? of Theorem 
1 has spectral radius p(q) less than one. 
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Proof of Ldmmu 3. 
(i) Let & be a point matrix, i.e. a matrix with each of its entries 
containing exactly one real number. Since the set of all real n X n matrices is 
isomorphic to the set of all point matrices, we can discuss the given case using 
the real matrix .+ corresponding to .&. According to the assumption we have 
p(4) < 1, where p(+‘) denotes the spectral radius of the real matrix ++‘. Let 
F be the Jordan normal form of _rS, and +’ = FFy- ’ with an appropriate 
regular matrix T. Since CFCOpk is convergent, the same is true for 
crz,]yk]. This can be seen by using the explicit expression of F k in terms 
of the eigenvalues of +’ (see [3, p. 141) combined with the root test for 
infinite series. The assertion follows because of 
(ii) Let now z2 be any n X n interval matrix, and let 9 E M,,(Z(!R)) be 
the image of the real permutation matrix +@ under the abovementioned 
isomorphism. Then ]P&SIT] = ?]-O1]TT, where BT is the transposed matrix 
of 9. We have omitted brackets on the left-hand side because the associative 
law holds in this case-see [2, Lemma 51. Since in the same lemma the 
equality gl.~8~9~=(9.&‘Pr)~, k = O,l,..., was shown, we can assume 
without loss of generality that X? has normal form 
dll dl2 . . . -@+ls 
0 JQZZ . 
. . 
. . . 
. . .!d s-1,s 
0, ’ . . 0, .%fs, 
(8) 
where the dii, 1~ i, j < s, are submatrices with each diagonal submatrix 
diii, 1 < i < s, being either irreducible or a 1 X 1 null matrix (see [2] and [3, p. 
461). Let ?ij be the corresponding blocks of the comparison matrix $9 in 
Theorem 1. Write dk = (.&hk)), gk = (9:;)) with blocks .B?‘~:~), $9:;) which 
have the same shape as tiij. Let’s say that a column of a block dij has 
property (*) if the corresponding column of .& passing through Ja4 j has 
property (*). The proper interval required in Definition 2 then may exist in a 
block .&Jjm) with s different from i. 
Using the assumption, Lemma 2, and Theorem 1, we have ~($9) < 1 and 
the Neumann series ~~=&Yk converges. If dii is a point matrix, then 
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E~zo=o]~~~] is convergent by (i). Otherwise all columns of dii have property 
(*) (with respect to SZ’), which was already mentioned in [2]. In this case 
].!&?ji] = +Tii, ]‘S$;] < ]J&]k = ?A, and C~&9~ is a convergent majorant for 
c~==,]&~~]. Proving the convergence of C&I&/:)] for the off-diagonal blocks, 
we first look at those dij, i < j, having no column with property (*). Here 
Lemma 1 guarantees ]&/jk)( = ]$38,‘ik)]; since Cr= a ) ?/Jk)I is convergent accord- 
ing to (i), the same is true for E~+]L@‘/~‘)]. Suppose now there is a block dij 
with Cp,].&‘~‘)] divergent. Then all columns of .$ j must have property (*) 
-see [2]. Assume j to be minimal. With that block ~2~ i we consider the 
rectangular submatrix 9 of .& constructed by 
9: = siij 
,&jIl,j, 
and the square submatrix % of ~4 constructed by 
9: = 
. . 
0 . . . 
@ &j-l,j-1 
Let ?z’ck) 5VCk’ be the submatrices of L.Y@’ which correspond to 1 and W, 
respectively. Because of the extremal choice of j and the special shape (8) of 
-01, the series CT? 0 I LZfck)l converges and it equals Cp=,, 122 k I. With 
.g(k+l) = _lp.g + W(k).!gjj, 
the inequality 
19 (k+l)l < i l2’l pq Idjjlk-l 
z=o 
can be seen by induction and we get 
k=O k=O I=0 
(9) 
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If djj is a 1 x 1 null matrix, we have 
k=O k=O 
Since the right-hand series converges, so does the left-hand series, contradict- 
ing the assumption. If djj # 0, we interpret the right-hand side of (9) as a 
Cauchy product which is equal to 
Because of .+ZJjj = ) djjJ and the extremal choice of j, both series in (10) are 
convergent and so is C~=ol%‘(k)l. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. Using Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, it remains to show 
that p(q) < 1 implies the convergence of CTzodk. As in the foregoing proof, 
we assume & to have normal form (8). If a diagonal block dii only consists 
of columns having property (*) (with respect to d), then XrzOdit converges 
because of Idif < I dii I k = ?: and the convergence of XrzO?;pk. This latter 
fact again and Lemma 1 guarantee the convergence of XrXO~$) if no 
column with property (*) is present in di j. Assume now that C~~,,~~,k’ is 
convergent for i Q s < j and divergent for some i and s = j. Then all columns 
of dij have property (*), and j differs from one, for otherwise we would 
have convergence by the above arguments. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we 
consider the submatrix 
where dij is a part of 9. Again we have 
c I@k+l)l< 
k=O 
The right-hand series converge because of lJalijl = gjj, the extremal choice of 
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j, and Lemma 3. Therefore the same is true for CrzOSCk) because 
for any integers m, r, using (l), (4), (5), (6). H 
I want to thank Professor G. Alefeld for pointing out the subject to me 
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